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ABSTRACT: The prediction of beam elongation has been studied by various
researchers. Results have shown that beam elongation can be predicted by assuming that
the elongation varies proportionally with interstorey drift. A Rainflow Counting method
is proposed that enables a better understanding of how beam elongation occurs. The
method predicts the amount of beam elongation on an individual plastic hinge basis or a
frame as a whole. This predictive approach is then validated against the results conducted
as part of a current research programme.

1 INTRODUCTION

Beam elongation is a phenomenon that occurs as a result of a structural concrete element forming a
plastic hinge and growing in length under reversed cyclic loading. Although the phenomenon of beam
elongation has been qualitatively understood for some time, only recently have fundamental theories
emerged to predict elongation history as a function of cyclic loading. One recent micro-mechanics
based theory has been advanced by Lee and Watanabe (2003). Other investigators, such as Fenwick
and Megget (1993) and Restrepo et al (1993) have proposed empirical formulations, adjusted to fit ex-
perimental data, to predict total elongation. While the empirical methods are useful for designers in
identifying the length of ledges (seats) required to support precast concrete flooring units in multi-
storey frames; these lack the rigour and the intellectual appeal in predicting the time history behaviour
of beam elongation developed by Lee and Watanabe (2003).

During an earthquake, well designed buildings are expected to behave by ensuring a beam side sway
mechanism forms with plastic hinges at beams ends. Once plastic hinges form in a beam and the beam
undergoes large inelastic rotations, the beam grows significantly in length. The plastic hinges within a
beam which generate beam elongation can be defined as one of two types, either fully reversing or
uni-directional (Fenwick and Megget, 1993 and Fenwick et al, 1999). A uni-directional hinge is one
that forms within a gravity dominated system in which the positive and negative moment plastic
hinges develop in different locations. A reversing plastic hinge is one in which the positive and
negative moment plastic rotations develop in the same location.

Beam elongation occurs for two reasons: (1) Recoverable elongation is due to the neutral axis being
less than half the member depth and the strain at the mid depth is in tension; (2) Non-recoverable
(permanent) beam elongation occurs because Cs=T-Cc where Cs<T from the previous reversal (where
Cs = compression force in the reinforcement in one face of the beam; T = tensile force in the
reinforcement in the opposite face; and Cc = concrete compressive force), see Figure 1. The plastic
strains in tension are not recovered on the compression reversal.

Fenwick and Megget (1993), Restrepo et al (1993) and Lee and Watanabe (2003) have derived
equations for determining the amount of expected beam elongation.  The experimental programmes
that formed the basis for determining these equations did not appear to incorporate a floor slab even
though it was evident from the previous investigators work that the role of the floor slab is critical in
determining the magnitude of the beam elongation. For a detailed breakdown of the mechanism
behind beam elongation refer to Fenwick and Megget (1993) and Restrepo et al (1993).
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This paper proposes an analysis methodology for predicting the beam elongation history of structural
concrete elements under cyclic loading. The approach is based on a “Rainflow Counting” method
adapted from high cycle fatigue counting theory. This theory is then validated against the results from
the present super-assemblage experiment and includes both individual hinge elongation and gross
ledge (seat) width demands based on the elongation of several hinges across the bent. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and a recommendation on the seat width demand is given.

2 A Rainflow method for predicting beam elongation

Fenwick and Davidson (1995) stated that beam elongation is caused by two factors. Firstly, when a
deformed reinforcing bar yields in tension the region around the bar cracks. This causes the concrete
to dilate and aggregate particles get wedged in the cracks so that as the load reverses the cracks do not
entirely close as it takes appreciable force to close the cracks and secondly, a flexure shear truss is
formed within the beam. These two reasons are not the sole explanation for beam elongation. Herein it
will be shown that beam elongation can be explained in terms of plastic flexure alone via rigid body
kinematics.

The force-deformation graphs on the right hand side of Figure 1 show that for a positive moment the
tension reinforcement has yielded and undergone plastic deformation while the compression
reinforcement is at a stress below yield. For the negative moment the top reinforcement recovers the
elastic compressive stress and then yields in tension while the bottom reinforcement regains its elastic
recovery but has a residual strain at zero stress. Therefore, Figure 1 shows that both a positive and
negative moment result in a permanent elongation strain at the centre of gravity of the concrete section
(c.g.c) of the beam (refer to the strain diagrams). This permanent elongation strain forms within both
elastically and plastically responding structures.
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Figure 1 Rigid body kinematics is used to show that beam elongation can be expressed in terms of plastic
flexure

The basis of deriving beam elongation history as a result of reversed cyclic loading is summarised in
Figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows a typical lateral load deflection behaviour of an inelastic frame system.
The maximum cyclic amplitudes are numbered (1 to 5) with the odd numbered cycles representing
positive displacement peaks, while the even numbered cycles are for the negative displacement peaks.
From the hysteresis plot it is possible to determine the yield drift (θy) and the amount of plastic
rotation (θp) that the plastic hinges undergo.

Beam elongation occurs whenever “new” rotation occurs. “New” rotation is defined as the rotation
that occurs at a level of interstorey drift that has not been achieved during a previous load cycle. An
example of this is from points 3-5 on Figure 2(a). Figure 2(c) shows that when the load reverses, once
it has reached a new maximum, it is assumed that the beam elongation remains constant until some
“new” rotation occurs in the opposite direction.

Within the pre-yield phase, only the first half cycle to yield contributes to the beam elongation. This is
because when the load reverses the plastic hinge experiences elastic recovery and then elongates in the
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opposite direction. Because of the elastic recovery the apparent beam elongation appears to be half
that of the first half cycle. In fact, if the elastic recovery and additional elongation are summed this
equates to the same beam elongation as in the first half cycle. This elastic recovery and additional
elongation has been chosen to be ignored  and represented as a horizontal line in Figure 2(c).

The sub-figures shown at points 3-5 represent the actual deformation of the particular plastic hinge
zone and the strain states within the beam reinforcement. Prior to point 1 in Figure 2, whenever the
load reverses the reinforcing steel in tension partially recovers its elastic deformation and the crack at
the beam column interface closes. From the yield point (point 1), to point 3 top steel yields in tension
and undergoes plastic deformation. The bearing of the concrete and the bottom reinforcement in
compression resists the compressive force. Upon load reversal toward point 4, as there is significantly
more top reinforcement (due to the activated slab reinforcement), the bottom reinforcing yields in
tension before the top reinforcing is able to yield back in compression. This beam elongation is caused
because the top crack has not closed fully and the bottom reinforcement has been pulled out of the
beam.  The compressive force now is resisted by the compression reinforcement alone. Further as the
load reverses towards point 5 the bottom crack essentially closes except for the aggregate wedged into
the cracks, as there is sufficient force to yield these bars back in compression due to the large area of
top reinforcement.  Now the top beam reinforcement undergoes further plastic deformation and the
crack width increases. Each of these three points experience new plastic rotation.
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Figure 2 General theory for the determination of beam elongation.

Figure 2(b) shows a time versus drift graph that is used to determine the amount of rotation that
contributes to the beam elongation. Beam elongation occurs within both the elastic and plastic ranges
of a test. Major beam elongation only takes place when the deformation exceeds the previous peak.
Therefore, the technique commonly used herein to identify new segments of drift that contribute to
beam elongation is analogous to the method used in high cycle fatigue counting analysis called
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“Rainflow Counting” (Dowling, 1972). The solid lines on the time versus drift graph are imagined as a
series of pagoda roofs. Droplets of rain, starting from zero rotation are then dropped onto the pagoda
roofs and allowed to flow down the slope. The drops are tracked (dashed lines) until it falls off the
edge of the roof and then the amount of plastic rotation is counted. Once the total amount of “new”
rotation is determined, (i.e. the portions in Figure 2(b) shown by the regions denoted as “θnew”) an
expression for the beam elongation can be determined. If additional cycles to the same rotation occur
the elongation may increase slightly due to the additional aggregate being pulled into the cracks.

The amount that a plastic hinge elongates for a given rotation is expressed by

cr
el
i eθδ = (2-1)

where el
iδ  = elongation of the  ith hinge; θ  = rotation the beam undergoes; and ecr = eccentricity

between the c.g.c of the beam and the centroid of the compression force (instantaneous centre of
rotation, I.C.R).

A designer is interested in the maximum expected beam elongation for a given frame so that the
required ledge (seat) length for a precast element can be determined. This total elongation is expressed
in terms of rotation by

( )∑ =
−+ ++=

n

i criypp
el e

1max θθθδ (2-2)

where el
maxδ  = maximum plastic elongation within a frame/bent; +

Pθ  = maximum positive plastic

rotation imposed on the structure; −
Pθ  = maximum negative plastic rotation imposed on the structure;

yθ  = yield drift of the structure (the yield drift, yθ , herein is assumed to be the same for each
direction of loading) and ecri = force eccentricity of the beam depth which is the distance between the
beam centreline and the instantaneous centre of rotation (the centroid of the compression force) for the
ith hinge.

Equations derived by other researchers, such as Restrepo, were not loading dependent and were based
on a symmetric loading pattern whereas the elongation model used to derive Equation (2-2) is loading
history dependent so therefore determines beam elongation for any loading history.

3 Validation of theory

The proposed theory has been validated against experimental observation made by previous
investigators work (Fenwick et al (1981), Restrepo et al (1993) and Lau (2001)). Full details are
reported elsewhere (Matthews (2004)).

Beam elongation was monitored during an experimental testing programme in which a two-bay by
one-bay moment resisting frame building that incorporated a hollow-core floor slab. The super-
assemblage was loaded in three phases as follows: Phase I loading was parallel to the hollow-core
floor units; Phase II was loaded transverse to the hollow-core floor units; and Phase III was again par-
allel to the hollow-core floor units. As there were no new displacements beyond the previous maxima
in Phase III, beam elongation only occurred in Phase I and II. The experimental results of these two
phases are compared with the theoretical prediction in what follows. For full details on this experi-
mental programme refer to Matthews (2004).

3.1 Total beam elongation

Due to the composition of the frame two types of joints are studied when the super-assemblage is
loaded parallel to the hollow-core floor slabs (Phase I), the first being the exterior joints and secondly
the interior joints. The direction of the cyclic loading plays a role in the amount of elongation that
forms. This is because a negative and positive moment for the same plastic hinge has a different
internal eccentricity (ecr) due to the different amount of tension reinforcement activated. Since there is
significantly more top reinforcement compared to the bottom reinforcement (due to the activation of
some slab reinforcement) ecr will also be different. Values of ecr were determined by compatibility and
equilibrium analysis and found to be 0.425D and 0.475D for a negative and positive moment
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respectively (in which D is the overall member depth)(Figure 3(a)). During the elastic phase of the
experiment a moment-curvature analysis confirmed that the values of ecr=0.425D and 0.475D were
appropriate. The interior plastic hinge zones on either side of the central column have different ecr
values when compared to the exterior plastic hinges. This is because the central column has a hollow-
core floor unit spanning past it that has a large number of prestressing strands in the central region of
the reinforced concrete beam. The prestress effectively reduced the internal leverarm factor ecr by
moving the centre of rotation closer to the beam centreline as well as causing the centroids of the
tension reinforcement to be closer to the beam centreline (Figure 3(b)). Based on a compatibility and
equilibrium section analysis, the values of ecr were 0.225D and 0.275D for negative and positive
moments, respectively (for both elastic and plastic analysis).
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By adding the elongation from the four plastic hinges, it is possible to determine the total beam
elongation for Phase I. From this outcome and the time history shown in Figure 4(a) it can be seen that
there is satisfactory agreement between the theory and observed results. From the experiment, the
observed beam elongation equates to a growth of 35mm. Using Equation (2-2) the predicted maximum
elongation is el

maxδ =41.5mm. Figure 4(a) shows that only the first half cycle within the elastic range
contributed to the overall elongation of the super-assembly. This elastic elongation was approximately
5mm at 0.5% interstorey drift.

For the Phase II loading only an exterior plastic hinge formed. To compare the theoretical versus
experimental results it is best to compare the two beams in which the plastic hinges form. These beams
were the East and West beam of the super-assemblage. For all the plastic hinges the ecr values were
either 0.425D for a negative moment or 0.475D for a positive moment (Figure 3(a)).

By adding the beam elongation for the two plastic hinges in each of the East and West beams plus the
initial beam elongation due to the torsion cracks that formed during Phase I, it is possible to determine
the total beam elongation for each beam during Phase II. This growth equates to a 47.2mm and
45.1mm for the East and West beams respectively; giving an average of 46.2mm. This observed
average compares well with a predicted result of el

maxδ =45.7mm given by Equation (2-2).

Figure 4(b) present the total beam elongation for the East beam. Further validation of the assumption
that was mentioned in Section 2 that only “new” rotation contributes to beam elongation is evident in
Figure 4(b). In between the –2.5% cycle and the 3.5% cycle there was a small cycle to ±0.5%
undertaken. Note that this cycle did not contribute to the beam elongation, as predicted, because it did
not cause any “new” rotation to occur.

3.1.1 Individual plastic hinge elongation
Phase I

Figure 5 shows both the experimentally observed beam elongation as well as the theoretical predicted
beam elongation for the exterior hinges. As can be seen from Figure 5 there is good agreement
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between the predicted and observed elongations for the two exterior plastic hinge zones. Because the
ecr values were different for each of the two loading directions and the imposed loading cycles were
not symmetric, the theoretical elongation for each hinge is slightly different.
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Figure 4 Rain flows charts for Phase I and II: Total Beam Elongation

Figure 5(b) shows good agreement between the predicted and observed elongations for the interior
plastic hinges. The left hand interior hinge did not elongate as expected during the cycle to –2% drift.
The reason for this is that at this stage during the test the first hollow-core unit had severe web
splitting and this affected the hinge performance (in particular the affect the prestressing strands had
on the hinge performance).
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Figure 5 Phase I experimental versus predicted beam elongation graphs

Phase II

Figure 6 shows good agreement between the theoretical and experimentally observed elongation for
the individual hinges. The initial off set in the observed beam elongation plots was due to the beam
elongation that occurred during Phase I in the form of torsion cracks.
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Figure 6 Phase II East beam elongation

4 Design recommendations
Knowing the total amount of beam elongation that occurs in a bent during an earthquake is extremely
important when precast floor units are seated on the beams of a moment resisting frame. The required
ledge length must be large enough to account for the total beam growth plus construction tolerances.
Therefore, the ledge (seat) width demand (for each seat) is given by

DST UUU += (4-1)

where UT = seat width requirement; US = static seat width due to construction requirements; and UD =
dynamic seat width due to beam elongation where UD is defined as

{ } cr
el

D enU −+ +== θθωδ
22

1
(4-2)

where ω  = a magnification factor which may be thought of as a factor of safety (a value of 1.5 is
suggested here); n = number of hinges within the span of the floor slab under construction; ecr =
average beam depth between the beam centreline and the instantaneous centre of rotation (the centroid
of the compression force); +θ  = maximum positive rotation imposed on the beam hinges; and −θ  =
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maximum negative rotation imposed on the beam hinges. The value of ecr can be assumed to be
0.475D for an exterior positive hinge, 0.425D for an exterior negative hinge and 0.25D for an interior
hinge with prestressing running through the joints (D is the overall beam depth).

5 CONCLUSIONS

This research has shown that beam elongation occurs in both elastically and plastically responding
structures. Researchers have predicted beam elongation assuming that the elongation varies
proportionally with interstorey drift. By using a rainflow counting method and examining the applied
loading history it is possible to more accurately understand the formation of beam elongation on an
individual plastic hinge basis or a frame as a whole. This predictive approach, Equation (2-2),
developed herein was successfully validated against the experimental results reported by previous
researchers, as well as the results conducted as part of the present research.

For the design engineer who wants to be able to predict the amount of elongation and ledge (seat)
length required within a building that is being designed it is now possible using Equation (2-2). All the
designer requires is the maximum positive and negative drift amplitudes of the structure, the structures
yield drift, and the beam details.
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